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VOLUME 4,

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY

Ambulance Calls Made Anywhere Night ot Day.
talent of RoswalL Miss Nelson has
been a favorite among de lovers of
music in this city since childhood aud
on this occasion she showed the effect of her college training and was
at her best In every respect.
Miss Nelson contributed three vocal
solos on the program and one with
her violin. Both staging and playing
pleased every person in the audience
and it was hard to Bay which was received the better.
DITCH.
George Hinson gave a flute solo that CAPTAIN
OWNERS'. COMMITTEE
RICHMOND P. HOBSON
MAKES WRITTEN OFFER TO
was greatly enjoyed. Mrs. Thompson
THINKS JAPAN IS TRYING
COUNCIL'S COMMITTEE.
and Mrs. Hill gave a piano duet with
TO CAUSE TROUBLE.
their usual success.
Mrs. Oliver Nelson's mandolin selection was a pleasing number as was
also the duet of Masters Ely Nelson
and Bill Nelson Hudgins, the little
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED folks being received so well they had THE SCARE
ALL BOSH
to respond to encore.
All who attended pronounced the
affair one of the musical successes
of the winter season and well pleaswith the advancement Miss Eva
The Committee Has no Power in the ed
Senator Cullom Considers It Non
Matter Except to Report to the is making in her musical studies.
sense. A Washington Correspond
Council and Its Members are Urv
Daily Record.
ent Says There, is Nothing to It
for
Subscribers
animous in Predicting That it Will
and That War With Japan is Only
The Dally Record wants hundreds
be Turned Down. Councils Meets
Agreement
of new subscribers in the Pecos Val:
a Remote Possibility.
This Afternoon to Receive it.
ley and Eastern New Mexico and it
Between the Two Countries is in
is going to get them. We want live
Sight,
energetic men to help us get these
subscribers and with that end in view
will make it well worth the time of
right kind of young man to look
the
The ditch owners of the North
Into this .matter.
New York, Feb. 2. la an address
Spring River Ditch Company have
The Daily Record is Che only daily
made a written proposition to the paper In Eastern New Mexico, and here last night Captain Richmond P.
City Council relative to a settlemeat prints more real news than any other Hobson, speaking of the Japanese
of the difficulty of paying for the neeii paper in the Territory, with the ex- question in California, said: "Tha ulless expense that has been incurred hi ception of Albuquerque papers. We timatum which Japan has given this
an attempt to tile the south side ir- should have more readers of the
country says, 'Take our people to
and we are going to got them.
rigation ditch and offering a plan of
your public schools in California or
proposition
We
have
a
hummer
a
of
.paying for the work for cementing
said ditch. The proposition has some to offer the right persons. Call around take the consequences.' That is only
concessions over the owners" offer at at our office and see the business man a pretext. The trouble is that Japan
the recent council meeting, but 5s ager and bear what we have to offer. wants to control the commerce and
not considered sufficiently conciliamarkets of. the Far East. She is detory for aeception. It is freely predictJOB PRINTER WANTED.
to drive America out of tive
termined
ed that the offer will be turned down irst-class
Job
Wanted
Printer
Philippine
islands. If the Panama caat the meeting of the City Council, at the Record Office.
nal was completed we might be able
called for this afternoon at three
o'clock to consider this document.
to protect the Pacific coast, but we
At the Presbyterian Church.
The offer of the ditch people came
C.
of Washing- are helpless now, and should Japan
at a meeting of their committee with ton,Dr.D.W.C, wdllAlexander,
Presby- strike at the Philippines and Hawapreach
at
the council's committee, held yester- terian church tomorrow at the
both morn iian islands they would be lost to us.
day afternoon in the council chamber. ing
and evening services. Christian This Is toe real situation, and it is
The meeting was attended by no in- Endeavor
at 6:30 as usual.
teresting deliberations. The council's
a pity that we have not strong fleets
committee had been shorn of its- pow"
on both the Atlantic and Pacific ocWALTON'S STUDIO.
er and could do nothing but receive If there is anything you wish to eans to protect our interests and
the proposition and report It to the know in regard to a photograph, pic- keep Japan from attacking us. War
council.
ture or frame, go to Walton's Studio, with Japan is inevitable unless we
The proposition is as follows:
every courtesy will be extended can convince the financiers of Euwhere
Roswell, N. . Feb. 1. 1907. you. Photographs ranging
la price rope and the people that there is realWe, tie committee selected by the from
to the highest and ly ao cause for Japan to go to war
lowest
the
North Spring River Ditch Company, to suit all classes.
with us."
hereby request that the City of Ross
Kodaks,
and souvenir alCullom Says It is All Bosh.
pay
well
of the Indebtedness bums, also souvenir letters.
Washington,
Feb. 2. After a talk
for the tiling Manufactured by the
with the President today. Senator
Hondo Stone Manufacturing Company LOST:
Black pocketbook, contain- Cullom, chairman of the Committee
according to the contract entered Into
ing some change and visiting cards. on Foreign Relations, said: "This war
by the two parties, and that the two
Liberal reward for return to Rec- scare is all bosh. I would ike to go
parties act In conjunction to dispose
ord Office.
86tf.
to war with Senator Perkins for talkiof said tiling with as little loss as
ng- as he did last night. There is no
possible.
Licensed real estate men, don't fail more chance of our going to war with
We further stata that after the to be held at Carlton &
Bell's office Japan over this little school question
above is paid by the City the North this evening.
than there is of fighting China, RusSpring River DUch Company is willor Great Britain."
sia
ing to Join the City of Roswell in ceThe Remotest of Possibilities.
menting said ditch through the terriChicago,
Feb. 2. A Washington
tory described for tiling, including cedispatch
to
the Tribune says: War
ment arches where roads cross or any
with Japan is the remotest of possiway
party
same,
to cover
other
each
bilities. The differences between the
to assume and pay as needed
two countries owing to the refusal of
of the total expense connected with
San Francisco to permit Japanese puDo you ever stop to think
same. The North Spring "River Ditch
pils to enter the public schools of
one-thir-d
life
your
of
that
Company will agree to keep the entire
that city has never reached a stage
is spent in bed, then why
operating ditch clean and in a saniwhere it created any fear of au aimsleep on a shoddy and untary condition throughout the district
ed clash between the two countries.
bed.
comfortable
$5.00
procomprising the City of
The reports of possible war sent out
ten
fcpring8
Guaranteed
for
vided the City agree to maintain the
from Washington are not only misGuaryears.
Sprinsr
$4.00
archways or coverings where streets
leading, but wholly unjustified by the
anteed for five years.
cross the d'.tch.
facts
in possession of either governAfter investigation and the best inThen we offer you the
ment.
The relations between the Uniformation we can get from Engineers
following High Grade Matted States and Japan were never
we find Impracticable to put down the
tresses.
more cordial than they are today.
three foot cement tiling as prepared
The Japanese representatives are
by the Hondo Stone Manufacturing
well acquainted with the situation,
Company, "or any covered tiling owing
and President Roosevelt has succeedto uniform grade "necessary for coned in securing the consent of japan
struction.
to a basis of compromise which will
We further request that the City
settle the whole difficulty, provide!
Council take steps at once to pay fie
the people of San Francisco do their
City's part of the amount owing to
part. The treaty which is pending,
the Hondo Stone Manufacturing Comand which is a direct result of the
pany who have complied with their
delicate intervention of the President,
part of the contract.
was not framed by either country beJ. P. WHITE, Chairman.
cause there was the slightest danger
Q. T. VEAB,
- ns.oo
Fen
of war. It was brought about because
C. W. De FREEST,
the Japanese realized that it was not
Committee.
to their interest to have their people
Fell
$1500
com
Osiemoor.
"Tie proposition will sot be concome to the mainland of America, besidered for minute," said Chairman
cause they would not be treated fairWill Robinson,
Fell - $14.00
f the council's comcoin
ly here. At the same time they were
mittee this morning. w think we
unwilling to submit to anything in
bare them- - hotter than that and I
Fea -- 112.00
tocn.
the nature of . international insult.
know the council as whole will iiot
have agreed to sign a treaty proand
favor accepting such an offar."
hibiting their people from landing in
- $8.75
Q. L. Wyllys, another member of
the United States and prohibiting our
the committee said: "It won't be conlanding on the Japanese
workmen
We always have on hand a
sidered at all. It is preposterous."
islands.
full line of cheaper Springs
W. E. Wisely, the third member of
Germany Does Not Think it Serious
and Mattresses and would
, the committee, entertains the ume
Berlin, Feb. 2. The foreign office
be pleased to show you our
views on the "matter as 'tie others.
not regard the differences betime.
line
any
does
at
He bo expressed himself In very forctween Japan and the United . States
ible language last night while, talkas having reached a serious point.
ing with
Record representative. The Japanese embassy replying today
to inquiries from various newspapers.
MISS NELSON'S RECITAL
said there was no reason to considPLEASED BIG ANDIENCE.
er the relatione between Japan arl
The large auditorium of the Chris-taithe United States aa being in any
church was well filled Thursday
'
THE LEADERS
was strained, adding that President
Bight wien Ulm Era Nelaon gave
Roosevelt doubtless will settle, the
a recital, assisted by some of the best
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THE NEGRO QUESTION

CONGRESS

BOTHERS OKLAHOMA.

Washington, Feb. 2. The President
has received a resolution passed by
the constitutional convention of Ok
lahoma, asking him if he would ap
prove the constitution if it should con
tain a provision upon the "Jim Crow'
car question. No answer has yet been
received from tie President.
INDIAN BILL CARRYING $14,000,000
Laid on the Table.
BFORE THE HOUSE TODAY.
Washington, Feb. 1. A
of the Military Affairs Com
mittee of the House, by a strict party
vote, laid on the table a resolution of
Representative Sims, of Tennessee,
commending the President for his ac THE BROWNSVILLE RIOTS
tion in discharging the colored sol
diers engaged in "shooting up" the
town of Brownsville, Tex. The Dem
ocrats voted solidly against the motion to table the resolution. Sims
Negro Sol
Discharged
will now try to bring the motion di- Four of the
diers Ordered Before the Senate
rectly before the house.
Committee to Give Testimony.
Much Work to Be Done by March
NATIONAL CONTROL
4.
River and Harbor Bill Up. '
OF GRAZING LANDS
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. Presi
dent Roosevelt has designated Sena
tor Warren to meet with the Public
Lands Commission and committees
from the American Live Stock Asso
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. The sen
ciation and the National Wool Grow ate today 'began consideration of tha
ers" Association, which are to give
more than
consideration to the question of Na Indian bill, carrying
were
Many
$14,000,000.
amendments
tional control of the grazing lands of
the West. The meeting takes place reported by the senate committee to
Feb. 11.
he house bill, and a reading of the
bill
for their adoption was ordered.
NEGROES ASSAULTED THE
probaWIFE OF L. W. EVANS. The debate on the amendments
days.
many
bly
will
last
2.
Texas,
Feb.
L. W
Fort Worth,
Oklahoma City, O. , Feb. 2. The
Evans of this city, who was a quar
during senate committee Investigating the
antine guard at Brownsville
riots has ordered four of
the time of the negro riots last Au Brownsville
negro troops of the
discharged
the
gust, will be one of the witnesses for
25th infantry to report In Washington
cjurt
prosecution
at
martial
the
the
to give testimony.
of Major Penrose at San Antonio Mon
In the House.
day. The night before the negro solWashington,
Feb. 2. Immediately
diers attempted to "shoot up" the
totown the wife of Mr. Evans was attack after the approval of the journal
consideraday,
House
resumed
the
was
sav
one
by
blacks,
ed
of the
but
appropried from injury by the assistance of tion of the river and harbor
neighbors. Mrs. Evans had been out ation bill, the leaders recognizing the
riding awl upon her return early in fact that If the decks are to be 4clear
earthe evening dismounted at the gate ed of legislation before Maroh
Representaand led the "horse, through the yard. nest work must be done.
As she reached the back gallery a ne- tive Hall, of North Carolina insisted
gro soldier sprang from bahind a wat- that If the Internal trade of the coun
additional wa
er barrel and seized her. The screams try. Is to be preserved
developed
terways
must
and presbe
of the frightened woman aroused the
neighbors and several men ran to her ent waterways deepened and widenparticu
assistance, while the assailant fled. ed. He addressed the200house
mile canal
The next day, which was the afternoon larly In favor of a
preceding the riots, Mr. Evans- visited from Norfolk to Beaufort Inlet.
Major Penrose at the Fort and report
BOY THROWN FROM MULE
ed the matter. That night Mr. Evans
MAY BE BADLY HURT.
says he was awakened by the shootson of
Evans,
the
John
ing and went, to his bac. gate o see
Mrs. E. B. Evans, was thrown
what was the matter. , While there a Mr. and
party of negro soldiers came along from a mule at his father's place
the Sanitary Dairy, near this city late
and soon afterward he saw them yesterday
evening and his physician
climb the wall and disappear in the
has
fears
that he may be seriously
post. Mr. Evans says much of the
boy was riding one mule
The
hurt.
Kiamong
was
due
discontent
driving
and
another. The team' was
'o the ac ihat they were not allow pulling a kaffir
corn mill and Mr. Eved to drink at the same bar with the
boy
whites, and that he ha-- neard some ans was running the mill. The
caught
arm
his
and
fell
from
mule
the
of them say: "We will drink with the in
the harness, breaking one of the
whites or drink their blood."
bones at the wrist. The mule stepped
BRYAN SAYS GOVERNMENT OWN on the lad's chest, not with sufficient
bones, but enough
ERSHIP OF RAILROADS TO BE force to crush thespot.
sore
to
a
make
The trouble
1.
San Francisco, Feb.
The directors of the San Francisco Chamber of comes from the fact that the boy has
Comerce yesterday gave a luncheon whooping cough and the soreness, it
to Interstate Commerce Commission- Is feared, will cause much trouble
er Franklin K. Lane, and in his ad- when he coughs. However, the boy
dress, Mr. Lane said Wm. Jennings was resting easily this morning.
Bryan recently told him that event
NOTICE REAL ESTATE 1EN
ually the United States Government
would be the owner of the railroads.
There will be a Meeting of
But the Commissioner gave it as his all licensed Real Estate Men of
opinion that that day would be far tbe City of Roswell at Carlton
off if the Interstate Commerce Com mi &
Bell's office at 7:30 p. m. on
ssion would be given proper power
to treat all problems in the spirit of Feb. 2nd. Important business
a trial court. "If the railroads only demands their attention.
keep out of politics," said he, "that
Real Estate Men
practice which brings them more into dispute with the people than any WHAT AN ORCHARD PAID
thing else they do, I think GovernTHE URTON'S THIS YEAR.
W. G. Urton and sons have clean
ment ownership will continue to remed up the business relative to last
ain a long way off."
J. C. Stubbs, speaking for the rail- year's apple crop of their 13 aore
roads said: "We can stand any law orchard northeast of Roswell. The to
that may be enacted by Congress, pro tal receipts from the orchard were
vided it also be enforced against our $4,614.42. The total expense for pruning, spraying, irrigating, gathering,
competitors. There is more trouble
aleged favorotlsm shown cities marketing, etc., was $2,159. This leavthan that shown Individual citizen- es a balance of $188.87 per acre. Tja
ship. Everywhere in the west tie cit- orchard is 11 years old. These figures
ies are trying to be distributing cen- speak for themselves and expains why
ters and to receive the advantage ov Pecos Valley orchard ' land is more
valuable, than corn or wheat bearing
er cities in their zone."
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EVENING,

BELL

AT

JOYCE PRUIT CO.
Valentines. Valentines and more
Valentines, 16,000.000 Valentines, all
kinds and prices from the Comics up
to expensive ones. Ingersoll's Book
'
Store.
86tf
,

- Heaviest Snow In 20 Years. V;
Greenoble, France, Feb. 1. The hea
viest snow In 20 years has fallen in
the western Alps, it is live feet bore.

.

5
3

o

NUMBER 286

Phone 75

to the following guests: Miss Candler,
of Atlanta, Ga., Col. and Mrs. J. W.
Willson, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hurd,
Count Martini, Mr. Stockton. Dinner
was dellcloualy prepared and served
a six courses, the table" being prettily decorated with violets ,cand3labra
and place cards. After dinner the participants went to the dancing party
given by the cadets at the Military
.
Institute.

A LADIES'

GOLLEGE

The dancing party at the Military WILL BE ESTABLISHED IN ROSInstitute last night was the largest
WELL THIS YEAR.
and one of the most pleasant of the
season. The fine new floor was in
the best of condition and the music.
furnished by Captain Fletcher and the
Norvell family, was the best of the
year. Every number was enjoyed to MONEY ALMOST
RAISED
the fullest extent and the party did
not break up until one. In the course
of the evening the cadets honored W.
G. Hamilton in college yell style, for
It was he who made the affair possi
s
of the Fund Needed
ble.
Has Already Been Secured. School
Will Be of the Highest Type and
The Book Club will meet Tuesday
Will Be in Charge of Prof. Dickon,
afternoon at 3:00 o'clock at Mrs. J.
of Liberty Ladies' College.
P. Church's residence.
Three-Fourth-

Mr. and Mrs. George M. Slaughter
celebrated their fourteenth wedding
anniversary at their home on South
Richardson avenue last evening by
giving a seven o'clock dinner to a
party of their more intimate friends
Covers were laid for twelve on a
round table beautifully decorated with
smilax, ferns and pink flowers, the

color scheme being pink and green.
The dinner was a delicious collation
served in seven courses. After dinner
the party spent a couple of hours
very pleasantly in a social manner.
Those at the table were Messrs. and
Mesdames Slaughter, G. T. Veal, W.
M. Reed, G. A. Richardson, W. A.
Johnson; Mrs. I. .J. Keebler and H.
P.

Saunders.

Sell Big Bunch of Wethers.
Walter C. White has sold a b'inch
of 15.000 yearling wethers to H. E.
Campbell', a prominent sheep "jroed- er from Flagstaff, A. T., who has been
here several days looking over the
local market. Seven thousand of the
sheep sold were the property of Mr.
White and the other 8,000 belonged
to Al. Garrett. The terms of the sale
were private. The sheep are to be de
livered February 25 at some conven
ient point on the Rock Island
west of Roswell. Mr. Campbell
will run the sheep on his ranch in
Arizona.
Vtail-"Toa-

o

FLOODS, WRECKS AND
OTHER DISASTERS.
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 2. The river
?uage marked 40.2 feet here today,
the highest ever recorded, the former
high mark being 40.1 feet made in
1903. Reports from Hollybush, Ark.,
today say that the' levee there con
tinues to hold. For many days the labor of hundreds of men has been concentrated upon the reinforcement of
this strip of low, soggy levee, extendi
ng half a mile above Hollybush, and
as the water climbed Inch by Inch the
workmen
built the embankments
higher. A telegram from Helena says
the situation there is unchanged. The
only trouble there has been the collapse of a small protection levee that
flooded the negro section.
Powder and Dynamite Explode.
Terre Haute, Ind., Feb. 2. A fire
kindled by workmen constructing the
new Monon railway grade near Linton, spread to the storage house
where over a ton of giant powder and
1,000 pounds of dynamite were stored
at noon today, setting off the explo
sives, killing one laborer and fatally
injuring six others, all foreigners.
Eleven Passengers Hurt.
Johnstown, Pa., Feb. 2. The first
section of train No. 22, the Manhattan
Limited, of tha Pennsylvania rail
road, early today ran into an empty
engine near Coneinagh. Bleven pas
sengers who were asleep, in their
berths were Injured and four trainmen
were iurt.
Blizzard in - Minnesota.
Fergus Falls, Minn., Feb. 2. Fri
day, the finest day of the winter here,
was followed last night by the worst
blizzard of the season. The mrcury
fell 41 degrees. The wind was terrific and is increasing. Ordinary traf
fic Is suspended and trains from the
west are indefinitely late.
Riots.
n
Shanghai, Feb. 2.
riots broke out Feb. 1st at Chinkuei,
near Soo Chow. Troops temporarily

Roswell will have a high class ladies' college by the opening of the
school year next September. Contrasts
have been signed between Prof. C.
E. Dlcken and prominent citizens of
Roswell making the deal sure, and
the school a certainty.
By the articles of agreement entered into, the citizens here will furnish a building for the school for three
years, Including lights, heat, water
and furnishings,
and a bonus of
$1,000.
These gifts will reach an
amount, it is estimated, not to ex-

of that
ceed $4,000. Three-fourth- s
sum has already been subscribed. Tne
money is coming easily through the
popular subscription channel, and no
trouble Is anticipated in getting tha
remainder. The $1,000 cash bonus
must be given by March 1. The rest
of the money must be in the form of
a building and furnishings with lease
for three years, by September 16,
which is the date set for opening the
school.
Prof. Dlcken, the other party to
the contract, agrees to open the
school and run It at least three years
upon the highest lines adopted by
female colleges of the East. All stud
ies In collegiate and academic courses
as well as music, will be taught by
the best instructors to be secured.
Prof. Dlcken Is a school man of ex
perience and ability, as testified by
the fact that for ten years he has
held a high position In the Liberty
Ladies' College, of Liberty, Mo., oue
of the leading and most successful ed
ucational institutions of the Middle
States. At present he is associate man
ager and secretary of the faculty of
that school and has been teaching
philosophy and science In Its instruc
tion rooms. He is a school man of the
grade that will make
possible the
raising of Roswall's
female college
to the highest standard and keep it
.

there.
A certain citizen, whose name will
be given later, has practically agreed
to erect the building needed for the
--

college.

COUNCIL REFUSES TO
TELL ITS ACTION.
The council meeting this af-was
ternoon
held behind
closed doors, upon the Bugges- 5)
tion of Mr. Robinson, and af--

ter adjournment gave out
that a solemn and binding

oath (signed In blood no
doubt) had been taken that
the nature of the action on
proposition
the
would not be divulged. The
great mystery will probably
leak out some time. The body
meets again Tuesday.
Whereas under the leader-ship of Mr. Bell the council
formerly talked too much. It
has under the leadership of
the new member from the
Third ward apparently gone
to the other extreme, shroud- ing itself in the dense wisdom
and silence of the amateur
ditch-owner-

restored order and . reinforcements
have been sent to the scene of the
outbreak.
7,
Sun
No.
Class
of the Christian
day School was given a party last
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. WILL 8PEAK ON
GOOD GOVERNMENT.
Ed. S. Gibbany, at the corner of Wal
Rev. E. McQueen Gray will speak
nut street and Pennsylvania avenue.
Almost the entire membership of the on "Good Government" at his mornclass was in attendance, there being ing service at St. Andrew's Hall to
forty young people in. the crowd. The morrow. He has just returned from
evening was pleasantly spent play- Santa Fe, wlwe he lectured on this
ing games, at the conclusion of which subject, and his remarks tomorrow
will be along the same lines' as Close
right refreshments were served.
upon which he spoke at the Territo'
Mr. and Mrst W. G. Hamilton and rial capital. Mr. Gray is spending the
W. F. Greenwood gave a six o'clock day today wKh Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
at South Spring.
dinner at The Gilkeaoa bust evealnj
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.

"

.

Ha-germ-an

s

politician.

Anti-Christia- n

Anti-Christia-

.

3

'

'

o
BILL TO ABOLISH
THE MOUNTED POLICE
Special to Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 1. Two bill
were introduced In the house this af
ternoon to repeal the law creating the
mounted police, one by Beach and
one by MirabaL A bill also was Intro
duced by Mirabal-trepeal the law
creating the office of game and f.sh

warden.

(Signed) LOOMIS.

'.'

Dr. George A. Lipp returned tills
morning from Carlsbad, where be
was inspecting cattle. Dr. Marion I mas
who went with him, passed through
this morning on his way fo Am aril q.
;

'

DAILY RECORD
ROSWELL
POLITICS.
DEMOCRATIC

Tjpeiwriter
Supplies

IN

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT
Entered May

1,

lftOS,

-

at Bo. well,

N.

1

Business Manager

Editor

If .. under the Act of Conirm. of March 3, 1879

A most complete line just
received. Everything used

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Per Week
Par Month...

Daily,
Daily.
Daily,
Daily,

15c

-

...60c

Per Month, (In Advance)
One Year (In Advance)

.

by Stenographers. We are"
in a position to sell at the
very lowest prices having
bought a large quantity.

50c
5.00

.

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

Referring to the district "attorney

The groundhog saw his shadow.

The lower bouse of the legislature
seems to be firing all its ammunition
at one bird.
The problem of good government in
New Mexico now lies in the hands of

the upper bouse.

The Territorial Democratic platform
declared in favor of reduction of excessive county fees.
Let each section of the Territory
do Its ova advertising. That suits
Roswell and the Pecos Valley.
The bouse failed in its attempt to
bribe tha council,, but Is afraid to
trust its own members out of sight.
Nobody knows what Milton or
Shakespeare thought. Tie question is
what do their words make you think.-

-

No wonder the lower house of the
legislature is desperate. There is no
telling what men will do to keep out
of Jail.

bill, the Silver City Independent
Payton Drug, Book &
(Dem.) says: "ThU is the first of tho
retaliatory measures engineered . by
Stationery Co.
organization against
the Republican
the Governor. The Independent lias
in times past advocated the election
of district attorneys by the people,
but upon mature consideration we the people of New Mexico than leats
are convinced that the proposition is in the legislature, and since it does
a bad one and that it will be much not require any unusual degree of pobetter to continue to rest the ap- litical foresight to perceive that parpointive power in the Governor. This ticipation in any of these dirty
way to secure schemes born of desperation and malis the only certain
competent officials, and inasmuch ns ice would write "finis" on the politithe office of district attorney is a cal history of the best .man in the
very Important one, no chances should Territory, you may reasonably conbe taken, nor should this office be al- clude indeed, you may practically
lowed to become a political one. The know, tbat any man with a hope for
Independent, therefore, trusts chat tne future, and a single grain of pothe pending measure will be defeat- litical sense, will nave nothing to do
with them.
ed."
We have sufficient confidence in the
statesmanship and patriotism of the
GOVERNOR HAGER MAN'S
upuer
the
STAND AGAINST GAMBLING gentlemen composing
branch of the present legislature, all
From El Paso Herald.
It is good to see the Governor of personal considerations aside, to beNew Mexico come out strongly ag- lieve that they will set their faces
Licensed firmly against any and all of the wild
ainst licensed gambling.
gambling is licensed robbery, and no and reckless schemes now being insole
self respecting community should rer-m- durated in the house, for
the system to remain in force. purpose of "getting even" with fie
New Mexico is certainly not in any Governor, and the enactment of which
way dependent on licensed robbory would practically destroy the entire
for a living, nor do her hundreds of executive department of our Territo
thousands of decent people have to rial government
submit to the wishes of a few bullies
"BLESS EVERYBODY"
and crooks, or to the vicious cravings
of the dissolute. Down with it, once A curly head bowed on my knee,
A little form all clad in white.
and for all time. It is good business
sense, as El Paso and other south- Two dimpled hands elapsed rever
ently
western cities have proved to their
And God receives the last "Good
own entire satisfaction.
night."
Of course the mere enacting of
stringent laws will not bring cbout No hour so solemn, none so sweet,
No scene of innocence so fair
the reform, unless public sentiment
is ready to insure their enforcement. As this, when Faith and - Childhood
meet
But the legislature, by the wise sug
And know each other in a prayer.
gestion of the governor, can at least
outlaw the gamblers, and remo 'e Not blessings born of men she asks
from the Territory the stigma of re
Petitions for herself alone
ceiving part of the proceeds of crime Mot countiless treasurers, easy task
money
right
to
as purchase
for the
A harvest reaped, though nothing
commit robbery. The entire Territosown;
ry and all its people will experience Not happiness nor length of days.
tangible and immediate benefit from
Nor peace nor pleasure is the plea
the abolishing of the public gambling Not even for a mother's praise.
system and the enforcement of the
However sweet it seem to be.
criminal laws against the gamblers.
The Governor proposes that the li For those she loves this little child
In tender accents intercedes.
quor licenses be increased to make
up the loss in revenue caused by abol- As if our hearts were reconciled
To make contentment of our needs.
ishing the gambling license. The increased license for saloons would be A blessing on each one of kin.
And then Love's banner all una good thing in itself, though its efffurl.
icacy depends very largely on the
As if to take Creation in
with which such a measure Is
"Bless Everybody in the world."
enforced by assessors and collectors
it

Senator Hale has discovered what

is the matter with the United Sttc3

senate too much talk, and not quite
enough work.
The Pecos Valley News gravely in
forms us that the new counry ques
tion was settled before Carlsbad and
Roswell began to fight,
The proposition to so amend the dis
trict attorney bill as to provide for
an immediate special election brought
the African out of the woodpile.
Having failed in the effort to se
cede from Eddy county, a few Demo
crats of Artesia oow announce the!purpose to join the Republican party.

-

That snake story In yesterday's pa
per, being told by a preacher, was of
course a true story and "Nine Year
Old Rippey" had nothing to do with
the case.
As for the mounted police, we do
not need them in this portion of the
Territory,- ami If other sectio-1- 3 wish
to get along without them, the Rec
ord will be satisfied.
Good for Arizona. Now R is up to
our legislature at Santa Fe to do like
wise on the gambling question. The
people not only desire
legislation, but expect and demand it
anti-gamblin- g

The sections of tie Territory that
have tie enterprise to do their own
advertising, are also the ones that
have paid most of the taxes for ad
vertlsing sections that did not advertise themselves.
Elder C. C. Hill, of the Christian
church will preach Sunday evening
upon "The Slave Trade in Roswell.
This subject is not merely sensational.' bnt some practical applications
will be made to a cancer that badly
needs cauterizing.
And now the Artesia News propose to cancel all the subscriptions
of the Daily Record in Artesia and
Hagerman. Having recently ioubled
oar lists in that section of the Valley
we are
tin fled taat the News Is giving the Record some good advertising.
.

The Arizona legislature has passed
and the Governor has signed an act
prohibiting licensed gambling In that
territory. The law goes Into esfect on
April 1st, New. Mexico oow has the
honor (?) of being the only commonwealth in the Union, except Alaska,
which has a law licensing gambling.
all
President Roosevelt didn't
the rough riders in his famous regiment. There are a few of the Bursura
brand. In the house at Santa Fe but
sot warriors, oh no where there is
any danger. Just the common tools
boss, who,
of a dying
clothed witii a little temporary authority want 'to ride roughly over the
wishes of the people.
.

.

e

IT IS MERELY AMUSING.
From Albuquerque Journal.
Don't permit yourself to become
nervous on account of the "fool
things which the house at San La Fe
is threatening to do under Uie guise
of legislation. If you will just keep
in mind three well known facts, the
wild antics of the gentlemen wno
chance to be at present in the sad
dle, may strike you as amusing, but
not in any sense as alarming:
First.
Remember that a bill to
become a law, must pass the Council
as well as the house.
Second.
Remember that the gen
tlemen who have set themselves up
to be the leaders of the house, are
the representatives of a lost cause,
and are fighting a fight of desperation. They are in the Bursum ship,
which bas been stove in and is going to the bottom, they know that
this is their last chance, and if they
can't rig a life raft of some sort they
must go down with the sinking craft.
and down forever. Their future is
all behind them; they have been con
demned and repudiated by the people; they have but one hope let, and
that Is to hold on to life a little longer, and to realize that hope ihey can
afford to do anything, even to the

ruining of the Territory.
Third.
There are a number of
gentlemen in the council who have
reasonable and laudable aspirations
for something better at the hands of

Bless all the world? O gentle heart,
That throbs not with one selfish

thrill,
That Isolates no soul apart,
Forbodes no living creature ill;
The Incense from thy altar place
High in the clouds is wreathed and
curl'd
To bear the message of thy grace
To "everybody In the world."
W. P. H., In Ohio Magazine.

FRESH

- One Mr. HoK, representative from
Dona Ana county, at Santa Fe, is a
model of consistency. He i fctstrumen
tal In forcing a bill through the
bouse taking the appointment of district attorneys away from the Governor, and as a bribe to the Council
says THEY ahall appoint. The Council refused to take the bribe. Thra
Mr. Holt proceeds to" get wrafhy and
introduces a bill (aimed at the Governor) making it a penitentiary offence for any official to try to Influence legislation by appointments. E
lerybody must be good except Mr. Holt
few of his colleagues of the
and
same brand. Oh he is an Ideal legisi
lator to leave at borne.

Shelled Nuts
have just received a
freeh shipment of new
shelled nuts of all kinds,
such as - Pecans, English
Walnuts, Peanuts and Fil'
berts.
Have you tried any of
Schraffts Candy from Bos-- 1
ton? if not you had better. '
We

Kipling's

GandyjStore;

"

.

sembled today and after a brief and
unimportant session adjourned .until
next week. It is stated on reliable authority that the fight on the education
bill, supposed to have been ended by
the defeat of the measure In tne house
of lords, will be resumed and that a
more drastic measure will soon be in...
.
troduced. .
"The Lords have killed our bill, let
us kill the Lords " is the slogan of the
A reradicals and
morseless religious war to oust the
Church of England from schools and
parliament is demanded, anil the radical newspapers declare that to accomplish this end it will be necessary
to abolish the house of Lordss. "It
is fitting that it should share the fate
of the church to which it has prostituted itself," says the London Evening
Star. "Let them perish together on
the same gibbet. The church has cho
sen, as she has chosen in France, and
it will soon be accomplished."
Many
leaders have
refused to pay taxes to be used for
instruction in church of England doctrines, and declare that they will go
to jail rather than comply with the
existing law.
The channel tunnel scheme will also probably result in much friction.
The majority of the military authorities declare it impractical, and even
if carried to a successful completion
wouTd be a dangerous factor in case
of war. King Edward and a majority has already been pledged.
.

the-- throne. White a young man, being barely 25 years of age, Abdoul In
said to be the '. most daring military
commander , of ; Persia and the prospects of a raid has caused great alarm
among the foreign residents of Teh,...""..'.
eran.
Today, Persia is practically bankrupt and the country is in control of
England and Russia, having been reduced from its proud position as an
independent empire to that of a, mere
buffer between British India and Asiatic Russia. While this has much to
do with the dissatisfaction of ; the
people and the consequent prospects
of a revolution, the question of bread
is at the bottom of the trouble. A decade ago the Persians were prosperous
and happy, living was easy and provis
ions were abundant and cheap.
and 1 lawlessness have
worked a great change in these conditions. While the higher classes are
living in luxury and growing wealthier every day, life for the poor h?s
become an insane scramble for bread.
Thousands of Persians today are literally starving, slowly but surely, because of the fact that while the wage
scale for common labor has steadily
decreased, the prices of provisions
have been constantly increasing.
In the midst of this appalling misery and poverty the government continues to pay enormous salaries to
thousands of persons who never do
any useful work either for the country
or themselves. The list of pensioners
is said to comprise nearly a third of
the entire population o Persia and
comprises a huge army of consumers
of wealth, while the producers are left
to starve. The new shah is young, energetic and ambitious and apparently
has the welfare of his people at heart.
Whether he will succeed in making
Persia again a happy and prosperous
nation remains to be seen.
"

..'-..'"-
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We know

it.

The Daily Record prints' more ac
tual news than any other paper In
New Mexico with the exception of the
Albuquerque papers.
The manage
ment is determined to increase the clr
culation of the paper by every legi
timate means. One of the best ways,
in the opinion of the management is
is have the right kind of an agent in
every town in the Pecos Valley and
to the right kind of an agent special
inducements will be offered, making
it worth his time and effort to boost
the Daily Record.
Address Business Manager, Record
Office, Roswell and we will place our
proposition before you.
To Property Owners:
We have several cash customers
for good residence property, vacant

residence lots, and vacant business
property. If you have anything you
want to sell, call at our office and
give us a description of your prop
erty. Our past record Is proof that
we can sell It.
CARLTON ft BELL.
Opposite Postoffica.

f.

V.

A.

N. E. TIME TABLE.

(Railroad Time.)
10:10 a. m.
Northbound, arrive
Northbound, depart, .... 10:25 a. m.
Southbound, arrive.
4:50 p. m.
Southbound, depart ....... 6:00 p. m.
Mv D. BURNS. Agent.

.....
.....

.

Figure with B. F. Bmith when yon
want buggy painting. Phona 175. 7tt

o

Qgg

that our lice of buggies, surreys, park

wagons and

is the most complete
and
line that has ever been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE
run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

"

CANADIAN SEVEN-DAWINTER RACING MEET.
Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 2. The Seven-da- y
Winter Racing Meet of the Central Canada Racing Association began
this afternoon and will last through
next week. A large number of Canadian Soo horsese are entered and the . Water Resources of Rio Grande
meet promises to be one of the greatThe water supply of the Rio Grande
est events of the kind ever held in Ca Valley from
the southern border of
nada. The purses offered aggregate
Sew Mexico to Santa Fe is described
$10,000.
in Water Supply and Irrigation Paper
THE SKAT CLUB OF
No. 188 "Water resources of the Rio
WISCONSIN TO MEET. Grande Valley in New Mexico
and
Milwaukee. Wis., Feb. 2. The state
league tournament of the Wisconsin (their development" recently issued
Skat club will be held
at by the United States Geological Sur
Bahn Frei Turn hall. All of the' lead- vey. The investigations made in this
ing skat clubs of the state will be re region were along two general lines
presented and an exciting contest is one pertaining to
the ground waters
expected. Milwaukee is the home of
the game in America and the tourna- and their utilization, the other to the
conservation and storage of the sur
ment will attract large crowds.
face waters. In the northern part
Persia Facing Revolution.
of this region a comparatively small
Teheran, Feb. 2. Mohammed Ali amount of water derived from the mo
h
Mirza,
or. King of Kings, untains sustains a small but permatoday celebrated the final festivities nent flow in the river, but in the south
attendant upon his enthronement as ern part the stream bed is often dry.
successor to the late Muzaffared-Din- .
The investigation showed that much
The occasion marked the Chadir festi- of the diminution in the volume of the
val or feast of the lake, the anniversa- Rio Grande is due to the fact that a
ry of the date upon which the Great large part of the water, of the river
Prophet stood by the lake and proclai- sinks into the porous material of the
med to all men that Mohammed Ali valley bottom. So much water enters
Mirza was flesh of his own flesh and the ground from the river and tribuDone of his bone. The festival is be- tary streams that there is opportuni
ing observed throughout Teheran as ty for development of under ground
a holiday and the new soverign is de- water for irrigation. Water Supply
Paper No. 188, which may be obtainclared to be the Zill Ullah or Sha
of God; the Center of the Uni- ed on application to the Director of
verse; the Well of Knowledge; the the United States Geological Survey,
Foot-patof Heaven; the sublime Po- Washington, D. C, contains an actentate whose standard is the Sun, count of the geologic conditions that
whose splendor is that of the Firma- affect the occurrence of underground
ment and who is monarch of armies waters and discussions of quantity
water
as numerous as the Stars.
Despite and quality of underground
this high praise, couched in the flow- that is available. There are also deery phrases which the oriental dotes scriptions of the various
reservoir
upon, there is yet an undercurrent of sites that have been surveyed.
hatred for the new shah which bodes
Twelve Commandments.
ill for his reign. Since his accession
The following twelve commandto the throne numerous mass meetings have been 'held at which" violent ments, published by the Yazoo, Miss.,
speeches have been made against the Sentinel, indicate the business side
government, the orators calling upon of the big mail order houses in Kanthe people to arm themselves and pre sas City, Chicago and elsewhere. Th-- j
pare for the impending revolution. columns of the local papers are ope-The criticism has been specially dires to the country merchants to fight the
ted against M. Naus, the Belgian rep foreign catalogue concerns with their
resentative who is in charge of the col own brand of fireadvertising.
1.
You shall sell your farm prodlection of the customs. Reports re
ceived here from the interior state' ucts for cash wherever you can, but
that Adoul Fath Mirza, brother of the not to us; we do not buy from you.
2. You shall believe
our statepresent shah, is now raising an army
in Turistan and will soon march on ments and buy all you need from us,
we want to be good to you.
the capital in the hope of capturing because
- 3.
You shall send In the money in
advance to give us a chance to get
the goods from the factory with your
money.
4. You shall wait patiently a few
SPECIALIST
weeks for goods, as that is our business method.
INTESTINES
AND
STOflACH- DISEASES OF WOMEN.
5. You shall collect from the business men in your vicinity as much
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.
money as you can for the benefit of
your churches, but do not bother us.
6. You shall buy your tools from
us and be your own mechanic in order to drive the mechanic from your
vicinity.
7. You will induce your neighbor
to buy everything from us, as we
have room for more money.
8. You shall often
look at the
beautiful pictures in our catalogue,
you may send in a large order
acres of so
whether you need It or not.
9. You shall have the mechanics
fine land with ditch water-righ- t
that repair the goods we send yon
four-roocottage one book the bill, so that vou can send
and good
mile from court house to trade the money for their labor to us for
'
more goods.
for small residence property in 10. You shall believe us in preference to your local merchants.
town.
11. You shall, in case of accident,!
or need, apply to your local dealers
for aid and credit, as we do not know
you.
r
12. You shall not allow your local
dealer to sell you anything "sight
unseen, as we are the only ones
Agent. to have that privilege with you.
R. H. McCUNE.
Y

u mm

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
The Pioneer, of Fair Price..

I

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

Phone

175.
and most up - to - date stock of LUMBER,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.

The largest

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

Furnished.

160 ACRES
Hondo WaterRight

You Make

Land.

The Price.

Shah-in-Sha-

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

r

fhone

No.

os

laet Uur tstimates on

lis

bl

h

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

3

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
AND BOOST DAILY RECORD.
The Record wants a live, energetic
agent in every town in the Pecos Valley, to have charge in his town of the
circulation, advertising and correspon
dence of the paper. Thisis an opportunity not to be overlooked by the
right kind of young man. and If he
be the right kind, he will not overlook

.

-

BRITISH . ,
v
PARLIAMENT, CONVENES.
London, ..Feb. 2. Parliament reas-

THE

p

Mil

Bill

Are we going to have a barbecue
at the cattlemen's convention? Ask
Phelps White.

Let us again remind you that we make a
ty of COMPOUNDING PRESCRIPTION'S.

wptK ial-f- y
Notli-A- V

ing but pure drugs here nothing but low prices.
We always have them ready when you want
them.

Hi

Roswell Drug & Jewelry

8

J.

W. C. Held.

HAVE
m

all times.

Prescription Business.

Dr. A. Anderson

I

at

M. Hervey.

R.

Reid & Hervey

Co.

E. LIND
LAWYER

LAWYERS
521

Specialty nininji: Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

Dr. T. E. Presley

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Room 9, Texas Block.

Phone

SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Otflc: Oklahoma Block

H. I. NOWLAN
,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

W

Special attention given

to

Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
ta specialty : : : : : :
.

Oyer Fffsi

Ml

BrniK,

Ml

New lexico

Legal Blanks, of all Kinds for sale
at the Record Office.

Oklahoma Block.
Office Phone 237.

Violets

and

Rs.

Phon

422

Carnations

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

GROCERIES

184 .

HAY

GRAIN

AND

.

E. B. STONE

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.

FAGTS AND
FIGURES
CARLSBAD

CLU3

COMMERCIAL

PRESENTS STRONG

ARGUE-MEN- T

AGAINST COUNTY DIVISION.

WOULD

Dt

DETRIMENTAL

New Mexico or of the citizens of Eddy County to withdrawing 40 per cent
of the security from behind these
bonds to substitute $8,000 of bonds of
a new county with less than half the
property of the old county and proposing to Issue $30,000 Court House
and Jail Bonds and Indefinite Bridge
Bonds, while, already bonded as to its

principal town, Artesia for $50,000 waterworks bonds, as stated by himself?
Mr. Talbot says: "Our tax rate in
Eddy county at present is about $6
on the 'hundred and our property !s
returned at a higher assessment rate
than that of any other county in the
Territory." This is not correct.
The tax rates in Precincts One and
Six outside of the towns of Carlsbad
and Artesia are $4.72 in each, being
the highest rate reached in the County. Carlsbad adds one per cent and Ar
per cent to tiis tax for
tesia
town purposes. Mr. Talbot will claim
to you that Artesia is a better town
than Carlsbad and has nearly, if not
quite the population. It is bonded for
$50,000 while Carlsbad has no boa led
debt. The assessed valuation of the
two Precincts given above shows "hat
Precinct Number One (Carlsbad) carries and assessment two and
times as high as Number Six (Artesia). Yet the inference from Mr. Talbot's statement is that Artesia suffers from rank injustice in both tax
rate and assessment, whereas if a division
made upon the present as
sessment Carlsbad would evidently be
the sufferer.
Mr. Talbot tries to show that by
.'orming a new county the rate could
.e reduced from 2.32 for county purposes to $1.00. He says the assessed
valuation of the property to be taken
from Eddy County is $835,372, and
from Chaves County is $254,313, and,
like his tax rate above he adds those
Sgures to make $1,239,695. We make
it $1,089,683. A tax of $1 per $100, he
says, is $12,396.85, (we make it
"which is nearly $5,000 a year
more than would be necessary to pay
the expenses of the new county."
He then shows that the new county
would be in class "D" and says, that
with salaries under that class and Interest on the debt, the county
on the debt, the county would
have to assume "our county expenses
would be but $7,667.22."
And he re
t
oeats this statement by saying
on this debt, included with the
current expenses of the county would
still leave more than $5,000 ('.ipon his
one-ha-

The Division of Eddy County Would
Be "Very Hurtful to that County and
Would also Hurt the Residents of
The Proposed County Facta: and
Figures to Prove its Statement.

lf

one-ha-

The Carlsbad Commercial Club has
compiled a strong argument against
any new county division in the Pecos
Valley at the present time and particularly the proposed new county
with Artesia as the Comity seat. This
array of facts and figures, woicn we
have taken from the New Mexican of
Thursday Is well worth republishing.
It is as follows:
In the Albuquerque Journal of January 16th appears an interview with
Gayle Talbott of Artesia In support
of a proposition to create a new county out of a large portion of Eddy county and an insignificant part of Chavs
County with Artesia as the geographical center and county seat.
As no reason is advanced for thia
particular geographical form of division people may concede that none
has been found and need not therefore stop to emphasize the absurdity
of proposing to take, according to M.
Talbott's own fignres. property valued
at $254,313 out of a total assessment
of $3,000,925 In Chaves County au-$835,372 out of a total assessment of
$2.154,G04 in Eddy county to form a
new county "with Artesia as the geographical center of the division." We
can safely prove Mr. Talbott's geography without committing ourselves to
his argument. But the economical argument is what we are chiefly interested in and we propose to show that
this is faulty from Mr. Talbott's own
presentation of it.
He says that the demand comes
from the people who wish to govern,
themselves and "be not required to
contribute extravagant sums to the
salaries of county officials such as are
now being paid in Eddy County and
of which the Artesia District pays
more than 40 per cent."
These salaries are fixed by law and
we wil consider them in detail
shortly.
The assessed valuation of .Precinct
Number Six ia which Artesia is. located is $390,095. The area of this
precinct is 672 square miles. The assessed valuation of the property in
Precinct Number One, where CaHs-oais located is $1,021,244. and thia
in spite of the fact that the irrigation plant at Carlsbad has been without water for twp years, while ' the
wells at Artesia. as we all know, have
been spouting high to heaven. The
area of this precinct is 972 square
miles.
The tax rate in each precinct is the
same, being for county purposes $2.32
The total assessed valuation of Eddy
County Is $2,154,604. Carlsbad precinct therefore pays nearly 50 per
cent of the total tax of the county,
while Artesia precinct pays less than
20 per cent. The area of Artesia's
s
precinct is 69 per cent, nearly
that of Carlsbad's preciuet, but
the latter pays more than two ami
a half times as much taxes. Mr. Talbott could not have referred to Artesia School District for this has an
area of 504 square miles and pays on
an assessment of $393,230. while Carls
bad District has an area of only 91
square miles, less than
(18
h
per cent.) and pays on a valuation of
$436,502 or 10 per cent more taxes.
But perhaps Mr. Talbot meant to say
that the proposed Artesia county paid
40 per cent of the taxes of Eddy county? Why did he sot say it? Such a
statement would be practically correct; but would be a poor argument
before the legislature. For what legislature would vote against the wishes
of the majority of the Inhabitants of
a county to deprive them of 40 per
cent of their taxable property and
still leave them sail died with their
debts?
For according to Mr. Talbot the pro
posed new county will assume only
$8,218 of the indebtedness of Eddy
County, though we are unable to
where or how ,he gets this
figure or way be should toe willing ro
give ua even tills bagatelle."
Now the present bonded Indebtedness of Eddy County is as follows:
Lincoln County IndebtedneB8$I0,3O9.O0
Court House and Jail Bonds 14.000.00
Bridge Bonds
. . : . . 7,000.00
Current Indebtedness, ... .. 7,000.03
Funding for Current Indebt
--

seven-tenth-

one-fift-

"

lf

e

--

.)

expens-sstere-

st

"In-eres-

own figures we make it $3,000) below
the sum which would be realized from
x tax rate of $1 per $100 for county

purposes."
We have attacked this problem offered by Mr. Talbot arithmetically,
geographically and every and any other old way, but we have failed entirely to connect with his total for county
expense. We find the salary question
as follows, regulated by statute:
"
Class "C" (Eddy County.)
Commissioners each $400
$1,200
Probate Judge
4H
COO
Probate Clerk
900
School Superintendent
Extravagant Salaries
$3,110
Class "D" (Talbot County.)
Commissioners

eaoh $300

250
400
00

Ideal Salaries,.
Mr. Talbot knows

$2150

that the treasur-

er and collector, assessor and sherii
are paid by fees fixed by law and that
the above are all the salaries mention
ed in the statute. As he is apparently
satisfied that the salaries in "D" clas
ire not exorbitant and that he can run
Talbot County upon the basis of econo
my shown by them we conclude tiuit
he thinks fcy cutting his receipts down
50 per cent while he reduces, his expenses a trifle over 30 per cent he will
increase his earnings. This may bo
good geography; but we don't think
"t is business.
The present county tax in Eddy
County is distributed as follows:
Mills.
General Fund
Court Fund,

Interest,
School...

5
4
'

".

-

. . 1 ,4
i--

z

Road and Bridge
3
Court House and Jail Bond Sinking Fund
1
Lincoln Co. Indebtedness Fund,. . 5
Court House & Jail Repair fund, 1
lail Building Fund
3
1--

'

Total..
This levy is found necessary upon
an assessment of $2,154,604.
What reduction can Talbot County
hope to make upon an assessment of
23 15

$1,089,683?

Our general fund Is not too large

Piano Bargains

'IBB

Total.

How does Mr. Talbot expect to obtain tie consent of the Legislature of
1

ofl with only $8,000 of old indebted-

ness, their bonded debt for court
house, jail, bridges and current indebt
edness added to this will make the
'

total nearly $50,000 or nearly
of the present county, with iO
per cent of the present assessment
to stand it practically double the pre
sent pro rata debt. They certainly
cannot reduce the road and bridge
fund, for they have promised much
in this department and must make it

CoffiafdPosTfiindCo
EXPERT TUNING.
Telephone 322.

s

four-sixth-

good.
We cannot believe the new county's
expenses would vary much from the
following:

General....'

$7,500

Court
School

Interest on

".,000

,

6,000
3,000
3.000
2.000

50,000 bonds

Road and Bridge
Sinking Fund, etc.,

$26, )w0
Total
Assessment $1,089,683, rate, if every dollar is collected $2.55.
This takes no account of district
school bonds which in the new county would amount to $19,000. As a
matter of fact tax collections cannot
be figured at more than 80 per cent.
The county tax in the new county
would most probably be 3 per cent instead of Mr. Talbot's 1 per cent, and
to this the Territorial tax and scool
district tax must be added.
These figures of Mr. Talbot's have
been used to good effect to catch the
thoughtless voter to sign a petition to
divMe the county. It is a pity that
the supporters of county division
should not have taken a little pains
to inform themselves into actual facts
A careful study of the finances of
Eddy County and Chaves County v. ill
soon convince them of the practical
impossibility, under the present laws,
of financially supporting a county
a smaller assessed valuation than
$2,000,000 without serious risks of run
ning constantly behind. The fact that
$30,000 or nearly half of Eddy County's present bonded debt was incurred for current expenses before her
assessment reached present figures
ought to give pause to these advocates
of division, as it is the main reason
for the strong opposition to division
on the part of all who actually know
the facts and especially among those
of us who bitterly experienced them
in the past .
The people of Carlsbad have loyally supported their burdens in adversity, they have been fair and just to
the rest of the county they have held
1

,

..

COMMERCIAL

CLUB.

For Sale.
Special bargain: Five acres'
mile from court house.' good
house, alfalfa, water right, tf
CARLTON ft BELL.
one-fourt-

Retires from Mail Service.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. James
today complete many
E. White,-wil- l
years of active service as railway
mail superintendent, having resigned
because' of 111 health.
.

Are we going to have a barbecue
at the "cattlemen's convention? Ask

Phelps White.

-

IRISH-AMERICA- N

ATHLETIC

MEETING,

New York, Feb. 2. Scores of the
greatest athletes of the
Athletic Club will compete in tee
great meet to be held at Madison Squwith every prosare Garden
pect of smashing records. The entries in the weight events include Jno.
Flanagan and Martin Sheridan, and
on the track the winners of the championship at Travers Islam! will attempt to hold their title against t!ie
other aspirants. Numerous valuable
prizes will be awarded the winners,
including, gold, silver and bronze medals and seal rings set with diamonds.
The program of regular events include 75 yard run, handicap; 75 yard
hurdles, handicap; 300 yard run, handicap; 440 yard run, novice; 1,000 yd.
mile
run handicap; one and
run, handicap running hop, step and
jump, handicap; pole vault, handicap;
throwing 56 pound weight from sta,:id
for distance, handicap; two mile inviand
tation relay race,
440 yard relay race for school boys.
In addition to these several spial
events have been arranged, including
run, three legged
scratch
race, putting 28 pound shot and putting 16 pound shot, handicap.
Irish-Americ-

t,

one-hal- f

th city, will atfeminine lawyers-o- f
list 'of
tend and give answers to
more than, fifty questions bearing on
the legal rights of women. V Among
the profound questions to be discuss
ed are the following:
Can a woman buy a new hat without
asking his permission and then hold
him legally responsible' for the debt?
Does a wife own her own clothes
or does the husband have a legal
right to all the clothing is the family

COLUMBIA STUDENTS WANT
:
FOOTBALL; REINSTATED,
Naw York, Feb.. 2. A mass meeting
of the students and alumni of Colum
bia university will be held tonight to
protest against the. action of the facul
ty in the .matter of football at the
Moruingside Institution and to demand
reinstatement of the game. A resolution urging that Presideit Butle"
take immediate action in the matter,
so that plans may be made for a foot
ball team next fall, has been prepared
wardrobe. ..
meetHas a married woman the right to and will be adopted at
ing. A committee will oe appointed
her own personal property?
Can she legally make contracts or to present the resolution to the presienter into a business partnership with dent, together with a petition signed
by hundreds of the alumni of Colomout her husband's permission?
Are her rights in his real estate bia. Many prominent graduates of
equal to his rights in her real estate? the university will deliver addresses
meeting and it is believHas he any control over the cqllec-tio- n at
or disposition of rents on her ed that the demonstration will result
in a reinstatement of the game.
real estate?
,

,

inter-collegiat- e,

five-mil-e

tor-minu- s

Close Northwestern's Books.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 2. The books of
the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad
company were closed today preparatory to the new stock issue of $12,333.-98- 2
common and $5,598,780 preferred.
The present stockholders have the pri
vilege of subscribing to the new stock
at par to the extent of 25 per cent,
of their holdings. It is stated that the
stock issue is for the purpose of providing funds for constructing, improving and equipping the road.

the-servic-

At the Christian Church.
The Pastor will occupy the pulpit,
11 a. m.' and 7:30 p. m. Morning subject, "Heaven and the Christian's Re-

m

in-

shall be glad to have yon come in
and tee it. Beautiful
booklets for distribution

ing at 7:30
All strangers will be made welcome
at all of these meetings. All sittings
are free.

Baptist Church.
Pastor Vermillion will return from
Carlsbad, where he has been conducting a revival meeting, and will preach
both morning and evening.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Junior Union at 3 p. tm.
" B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
The music will he under the direction of Mrs. Ellis. Strangers and visitors in Roswell and the public generally are cordially invited to the ser'

vices.

J. F. Ash, of North Pennsylvania,
is building' a pretty bungalow cottage
of four rooma and- hath, adjoining his
present' "residence between Seventh
and Eighth streets. Mr. Foster has
the contract for the carpenter work,j
J

Jewelers.

Majestic
THEATRE
F. C. NELMS,
--

5

Arts- we guuig 40
a oarixinm
at the cattlemen's convention? Ask
J
Phelps White.
-

:

-

Manager

TWO SHOWS DAILY"

7j15 and 8jI5 p. m.

Minister.

-

Park & Morrison

Stealing the Daily Record.
A number of subscribers to the Dai
ly Record on Missouri avenue in the
neighborhood of Second and Third
Streets have complained many times
recently that they were not receiving
their paper. It has develoied that
the paper was duly delivered by the
Record carrier, but that a big husky
negro had acquired such a liking for
the Record that he made a regular
iiractice of stealing one every night
in that neighborhood. The above men
tioned coon is warned to desist from
this or he will be dealt with in a manner not all to his liking.

Program
For

m

First Methodist Episcopal Church.
(Cor. Fifth and Kentucky. John H.
Murray, Pastor.)
Preaching at 11:00 and 7:30.
Sunday school at 9:45. J. E. Henderson, superintendent.
Class meeting at the close of morning service.
Junior League at 3:00
Prayer .meeting Wednesday even-

of this beautiful art work and we

anti-racin-

"

C. C. HILL,

We have a full display

Lemon for Memphis Horsemen.
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 2. Nearly a'l
hope of successfully pulling off the
proposed race meeting at Llontgomery
park next April has been abandoned.
owing to the action of the Tenue :see
Solons in passing a stringent, "act to
prohibit gambling on horse races."
The only hope of the promoters of the
meeting is that the measure may be
declared unconstitutional by the state
supreme court, but this is considered
highly unlikely. The passage of the
bill in the senate by the overwhelming
vote of 30 to 1 was a great surprise
to the horsemen, most of whom believ
g
ed that the
sentiment was
dead and that the House bill wouli lie
defeated with votes to spare. Most of
the best horses here have been taken
to Hot Springs, where the meeting be
gins day after

es

Strangers in the city especially

in its varied and artistic colors,
designs a n d decorations, make,
wedding gifts which are highly
prized and always appropriate The
special monogram work in gold will
be particularly pleasing to the bride.

o

li

vited. All welcome.

Hand Painted China

"

Mohair to Become an Export.
New Mexico is most widely known
as a sheep growing country, that in
dustry having been for many years
foremost in the weath sources of the
territory, but there is now growing up
an industry which before very long
may rival the sheep industry in importance. This is the growing of mohair, the fleece of the Angora goat.
Thousands of bales of mohair are im
ported into the United States each
year and have been imported tor half
a century, the fleece coming
largely
from Asia Minor, the native home of
the Angora goat.
Mohair is used extensively in the
"
manufacture of hundreds of classes of
fine fabrics and the demand for it is
growing constantly. Some ten years
ago an enterprising manufacturer who
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
was importing thousands of dollars'
Junior Epworth League 3 p. m.
worth of mohair each year for his fac:
Senior Epworth League, 6 30 p. m. tories, happened to pass
through New
The public and all visitors in Ros-we- Mexico on his way to California. Look
are most cordially invited to at- ing from the car window he saw huntend all our services.
dreds of head of the common Mexican
goat browsing along the rocky hillr Protestant Episcopal Church.
sides, fat and sleek, with nothing but
The Rev. E. McQueen Gray will sage
and pinion undergrowth to feed
tomorrow at St.
conduct
on.
It
occurred to him that if the coin
a.
m.
11
at
Andrew's
Sunday school at 10 a. m.

Have Women Any Rights?
Chicago, 111., Feb. 2. At the meeting of the Chicago Woman's Political ward." Mrs. Doughton, who was hinEquality League this evening all the dered from singing last Lord's Day,
will sing "The Home Land," (by
Hanscom.)
Evening subject, "THE SLAVE
TRADE IN ROSWELL."
a. m.
Bible school,-9:4Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.

PICKARD

.

--

Is there any statute securing to the
wife any portion of the family income subject to her own control without her husband's dictation?
Is the wife legally responsible for
the support of the children if the husband does not support them ?
Is the father liable for the expenses
of his wife and children, if it is for
some necessity, even though he disapproves the expenditure ?
Has a mother the right to share in
Crapsey will be Speaker.
New York, Feb. 2. The Rev. Dr. her children's earnings?
Algernon S. Crapsey of Rochester, re
cently deposed from the Episcopal mi- HONDURAS LOTTERY COMPANY
OUT OF BUUSINESS
nistry after conviction of heresy, will
New Orleans, Feb.,l. Although nobe the chief speaker at the banquet of
the Society of the Genesee in honor ne of the officials of the Honduras Loof James W. Wadsporth, Jr., at the ttery Company in this city allow thein
Waldorf Astoria tonight. Dr. Crapsey selves to be quoted, it can be stated
will deliver an address on "Some Un- on reliable authority that the compaShould ny, on Tuesday last, officially went
sold Truths That the World
out of business. So far as the United
expected
are
Know" and his remarks
to be of a somewhat startling nature. States is concerned. It is also stated
This will be his first important public this anticipated the announcement
from Washington last night that indispeech since the severance of his
ctments will be returned against
with the: church.
the company in Boston, Mobile, and Washington, Del. and that
Weds.
Daughter
Paul Morton's
these are one of the causes for the
New York, Feb. 2. Miss Pauline
order issued on. Tuesday dismissing
Morton and J. Hopkins Smith, Jr., all employees of
the company in this
St..
today
in
Thomas'
will be married
country. The leading officials of the
Episcopal church, the Rev. Ernest M.
Honduras Lottery reside in Louisiana.
Stires performing the ceremony. The
o
Morton,
bride is the daughter of Paul
CANADIAN
SKATING
president of the Equitable Life InsurTOURNAMENT IN SESSION.
ance Society and former secretary of
Montreal, Feb., 2. A skating tourthe Navy.
nament for the Canadian Championship is in progress here today on the
in
Commission
Arkansas.
of the Montreal
track
Ath
Little Rock. Ark., Feb. 2. Commis- letic Association. All ofAmateur
the leading
Com
the
of
Interstate
Clements
sioner
skating clubs of the domerce Commission today toook evi- athletic and
minion are represented by their best
dence in the case of the Arkansas
skaters and a large crowd is congre
allega gated
Railroad company, involving
to witness the event.
pastions of excessive charges for
senger fares. It is stated that the
company charges a passenger fare of
over 6 cents a mile in Misso'iri and 3
cents in Arkansas. As most of the
traffic on the road goes from one
to the other, the Arkansas railroad commission holds that the InterThe First M. E. Church, South.
should
state commerce commission
(John W. Smith, Pastor.)
make the rate for the entire road the
The pastor will fill his pulpit at
same price per mile as now prevails 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. tomorrow. Subin this state. The Arkansas railroad ject of his morning ser.mon, "THE
commission is powerless to govern SPIRIT OF TOLERATION,
and he
the rate outside of the state and for will speak on "SUICIDES, CAUSES
that reason referred the matter to the AND CURES," at the evening hour.
Special music at both services.
commission.

s

are a unit against it.
.CARLSBAD

THE

n

GALLEY NO. NINE,
a very small proportion of the offices
since its inception. When they suffered in the disastrous flood of 1904
they did not ask financial aid of the
legislature or any one in the Terrla-tory- ,
but started at once, to help them
selves, expending fruitlessly $30,000
upon their irrigation works while wait
ing for Uncle Sam to come to their
aid.
time that
They do not feel
they can assume any greater burdens
having pledged repayment of $600,000
to the government within the next
ten years. All they ask is to be let
alone until they are firmly established upon their own feet again and when
they are convinced that Artesia will
be really benefitted and they themselves will not be seriously crippled,
if Artesia shall then wish separation
they will gladly acquiesce.
There is no question that a large
majority of the citizens of BMdy
County, especially the tax payers, even in the portion intended to be cut
off. are emphatically opposed to any
county division while those living
south of the proposed division line

-

-

... ... ... ... 23.350.ac
... . . . $151,550.28

$835,-37-

at-thi-

'

edness...

Co-int-

rp-o-

$ 900

Probate Judge
Probate Clerk
School Superintendent,

under present legal requirements. Our
court fund to not usually overflowing.
Court expenses for 1905 amounted to
$6,010.99 and for 1906. $7,334.84. The
largest portion of our present litigation and four out of seven murders in
the last four years 'have come from
the area proposed to be put in the
They cannot hope to
new county.
bold two courts for - lefts than $5,000
a year. They aurely cannot reduce
the school levy for they will have to
pay the full salary of superintendent
and support their institute
aloue.
while they cannot hope upon the 4'i
mills levy to do this for gambling
licenses will either be abolished by
the present legislature or 70 oer cent
will remain In Eddy County,
being
paid by Carlsbad. Last year In Erldy
County the general school fund amoun
ted to $13,060.20 derived from the 4i
mill levy. Territorial apportionment
The enumeration was 2,763 of which
1,354 are in the proposed county or
practically half. The Eddy
portion of the new county, therefore,
for school purposes, receiving from
the general levy over $6,000 including
their proportion of the superintendent's salary. They cannot hope to run
their school upon less than this arno-jn- t
and upon the assessment of
it will take a levy of nearly 8
mills to do it and allow for the usual
20 per cent failure to collect taxes.
We have seen that even if they get

To-Nig-

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ht

Dislocation.

Overture.
Exit March,

ADMISSION

lOcts.
No Reserved Seats
Complete Change of
Program

MONDAYS &

THURSDAYS
For the

Children

Sat. '3 p. m.

and

'

.

'

'
pound.
In New Mexico the season's clip
from the higher grade of Angora
weighs from four to six pounds to the
head. It costs nothing, or next to nothing, to feed the Angora, so that the
profit is plainly figured.
This single goat ranch waa the beginning of what is already a great In
dustry in New Mexico. From the Arizona line to the Pecos Valley, all ac
ross Southern New Mexico, wherever
there is water and scrub oak or pinion
ire to be found Angora' goat ranch
es; some large, some small, but all of
them making money for their owners
Exchange.
MOST UNIQUE CENSUS IN THE
WORLD BEGINS MONDAY
New York, Feb. 1 A special from
Tackson, Miss., says that commencing
Monday, the Assessors of Mississippi,
will begin the most unique census in
the world, a complete census of every living Confederate soldier resid
ing in the state and every widow of
a

deceased confederate soldier.

The

purpose is to keep track of the old
veterans and widows with a view of
providing pensions for them.
SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS ASSASSINATED.
Bastrop,
Tex., Feb. 1. (Bulletin)
dol. J. C. Edmonds,
superintendent
f the public school's of this city, was
;hot and killed in front of the posi-ffic- e
today. There is great excite-nen- t
and a prominent citizen of llas-ro- p
is suspected of the crime. No
rrests have been made.
Digby Bell Closes Season.

2. Digby
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb.
3ell closes his season in "The. Educa
Mon of Mr. Pipp" here tonight and
will proceed at once to New York to
regin rehearsals for a new comedy by

Augustus Thomas.
o

NOTICE OF SALE.
City of Roswell to the
use and benefit of L.
B. Craig, Plaintiff,
vs.
Cause No. 1038.
Cljarles F. Bryant,
Defendant.
In the District Court, Chaves County,
New Mexico.
By virtue of a certain order of sale
issuing out of the District Court of
Chaves County on the 1st day of February, 1907, in the cause above enti
tled and numbered, commanding the
sale of the property hereinafter de
scribed, for the purpose of satisfying
a judgment of said court, rendered
on the 30th day of January, 1907 for
the sum of $120.25 an-- 12 per cent per
annum interest thereon from the date
)f s.uch judgment, which, with the in- :erost to the date of
will amount
to tile sum of $12'. CO, said judgment
being tendered In an action by plain-'if-

sa,

gainst (lefeLinnl up ' i a certain
tax bill Issued for the building of a

sidewalk, I, C. L. Ballard, Sheriff of
Ohaves County, will proceed on Tuesday, the 5th day of March, 1907, at ten
o'clock a. m. to sell for cash in hand
to the highest bidder, before the court
house door of Chaves County the following described property, to wit:
Lot No. 1, Block 7 of Sparks' Addition to the City of Roswell, as shown
by the Plat of said City duly filed of
record in the Probate Clerk's office
of Chaves County, New Mexico, saij
sale to be so made for the purpose of
satisfying the amount of said Judgment and costs, as in said order of
sale specified.
Witness my hand this, the 1st day
of February, 1907.
C. L. BALLARD,
Sheriff of Chaves County.
)
Sat. 4t.
to2-23.-

o

FOR SALE.
Some Choice

Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt.
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
shade trees, good sidewalks, close In
and conveniently located. Good artesian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A good bargain at $2,200.
A spendid bargain In 16 acres of
unimproved land. Railroad and 2nd
Street front. Two blocks from court
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
terms at low InteresL
Some alfalfa land In artesian belt,
ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
acres yielded a net Income last year,
1906. of more than 15 per cent. Near
town, spendid location.
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
good house, land fenced. Valued at
$37.50

per acre.

CAR! .TON & BELL.
303 N. Main

TWO

Matinees Mon.

; ;.
thrive.
He went back east organized com-pany, Imported fifty Angora rams, and
buying a. big ranch in the mountains
County, New Mexico, began
' herd of Angoras.
''breeding- - up'
The Angora, is a delicate animal, but
from the first he seems to have thrived In New Mexico. The manufactur
er is today making mora money from
his goat ranch, than he is from his fac
tory. He Is selling mohair to the other manufacturers who have to have
it, and who pay him fancy prices for
it, ranging from forty cents to $1 a

(2-2-

Overture.
TerrWe Kids.
Fakir and Foot Pads.
Song.
"iVoa't You Com Over To My
House."
Dog Smugglers.
Song.
"Since Fafhrr Went to Work.'
Honor Satisfied.

-

mon goat would flourish among the
rocks that the Angora might
also

streeL

160 acre farm, finely improved, located in central Oklahoma, to trade
for property la or aear Roswell.
What nave you gotT Carlton ft Bell,
'
opposite postoffice.

LOCAL HEWS.
Boellner.. the
cheaper.

Jetrer. '

bs
S7tf

It

Johnnie Washington returned last
night from Ft Worth.

Dont fall to see our list of bar- giins la toll Issue. Carlton ft BelL
Special price on Rakes, Hoes, Shoy-eja- ,
and all Garden Tools at Matins
84tf.

Call 'phone 425 wlven anything Is
wanted ia the butcher line. 107 N
86tl.
Main.
Curg Johnson returned last night
from a visit at his sheep camp near
Klkins.
A complete line of Crockery, Glassware, and notions,- - just received.
S5tf.
Hakdn's.

Are we going to have a barbecue
at the cattlemen'B convention? Ask
Phelps White.

uniform style. - The floors are carpet
MAJOR PENRQSS WILL 6E
BROUGHT TO TRIAL. ed with green matting, with borders
San Antonio, Tex, Feb. 2. Major of red. and massive pillars of cream
decorated in black and gold,' supPenrose Who was in command of the tint,
port
the signs bearing the uniformly
Infantry lettered
battalion of the Twenty-fift- h
firm signs. At the left of the
at' the. time of the Brownsville riots, main entrance
is a racing car which
will be tried by court martial at Fort creates the Illusion of traveling' at a
Sam Houston, near this city next Mon high speed, while at the right is a
day. The date is the sama as that sel touring
car filled with a merry party.
for the taking of testimony in the At intervals throughout the room are
Brownsville matter by the senate com heroic figures typifying sport and in
mittee on military affairs tt Washing- duHtry. designed by the artist 1 hiede
ton. The specific charge which Major About the gallery edge are figures of
Penrose must face is "Conduct to the chaffeur and ehaffeu3e, placed alter
prejudice of good order and discipline' nately. The galleries of both build
in failing to exercise due diligence ings and a part of the second floor
and to take proper precautions to pre of the Coliseum annex are given up to
vent the rioting. Colonel George L. parts and accessories, as at previous
Brown will probably act as president shows. The total space occupied by
of the court martial and Captain Geo. the exhibits is 80.000 squire feet, and
E. May as judge advocate. Other pros according to Manager Samuel A. Miles
pective members of the court include this is 25 per cent greater than at
Lieutenant Colonel Ja ne Crane Lien any show ever held in this country.
tenant Colonel L. M. Mans, LieutenWhile the motor cars are naturally
ant Colonel L. M. Sharpe, Lieutenant the main attraction, the central place
Colonel E. J. McClellan. Ueutenant of honor has been awarded to an" aeColonel B. M. Stevens, Lieutenant Col rial craft, which. Is suspended loiween
onel Frank Baker, Major J. L. Clark, the steel arches of the roof directly
Major Charles Taylor, Major J. B. Ben in front
The
of the main entrance.
nett. Major H. B. Snyder, Major G. airship was built by Will Mattery, the
Gardner and Major H. S. Wallace. aerial navigator who last summer sucThe Court Martial proceedings were cessfully crossed lake Michigan In an
originally set for January 4, but were airship of his own construction. He
postponed one month on account of has made many important alterations
-

If you buy right you can always
shooting of Captain Edgir Macksell for a profit. Buy real estate from the
lin, who is also implicated in the
Carlton ft Bell-charges of negligence during f.ie riot
He was the officer
Licensed real estate men, don't at Brownsville.
of the riots by
day
time
at
the
of
the
office
fail to be at Carlton ft Bell's
the negro soldiers.
this evening at 7:30
The charges of negligence against
Major
In
Penrose are based partially m
bargains
of
kinds
all
We have
city property of all kinds. See us be statements that he made no effort
to discover the guilty men and that
fore yon buy. Carlton ft Bell.
the riflles of the negro soldiers were
Beginning Monday. Jan. 28th, tui not examined until the next o&o uiu
tioa fee for the Kindergarten at 106 after the riot. It is alleged by ti'e ofS. Kentucky will be $3.00 per month ficers that the rifles were carefully
guarded until the examination was
80tf.
made and that all were found to be
Now is the time to get good Cora clean. When the firing began a mid
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our night the first shots were fired over
liae is complete. Roswell Trading the fort and officers declare tney at
first believed that citizens of Browns
Co.
ville were makingan attack on the bar
Major Penrose, the pose com
Attorneys and Real Estate agents are racks.
immediately ordered the
mandant,
advised that the Record office carries call to arms. It is alleged by the of
regal
a large stock of all kinds of
ficers that the majority of the negro
blanks.
soldiers evidently s'.iared in the belief
that the fort was being attacked
corn,
get
good
Now is the time to
begged the officers to Drotect them
and
oats, bran chops and hay, as our line
have
Many Brownsville
citizens
TRADING
ROSWELL.
complete.
is
been called upon to testify by the pro
COMPANY.
secution during the general court mar
tlal. All who have been interviewed
to
No word has been received as
that the negro soldiers were
the whereabouts of Loa Reynolds, declare
mom
who escaped' from the county jail "looking for trouble" from the
Brownsville
they
in
ent
arrived
that
Thursday night.
and that there is no possible doubt
that the shooting on the night of Au
way
make
to
The best and Barest
13 last was done by members oi
money Is to invest in real estate. We gust Twenty-Fiftinfantry. Many of
the
in
bargains
some
best
have
of the
are open in
Brownsville
citizens
the
the Valley. See us. Carlton ft Bell. their criticism of Major Penrose and
riots could have been
Dr. G. T. Veal and H. P. Saunders declare that the
used proper dili
had
averted
he
if
cashier of the American National geace.
Bank, went out to the Berrendo this
Penrose, the accused offafternoon with poles, liaes, books and icer,Major
is a son of General William Pen
bait.
rose, who served in Sherman's army
during
the Civil war and was later a
H. E. Campbell, a prominent sheep
in the regular army for many
breeder from Flagstaff, A. T., left on colonel
years.
Penrose entered the army in
home
after
for his
tie auto yesterdaydays
was made a second lieuten
1884
and
spending several
here on trasi
ant. He graduated from the infantry
ness.
and cavalry school at Fort Leaven
worth in 1891. While a student at
Valentines, all kinds, from the school he married a daughter of
lc to $3.00. Don't fail to see Colonel Edwin Townsend, then com
tf mandanti at Fort Leavenworth. He
them at the Racket Store.
is a relative of Senator Penrose of Pa.
Prof. C E. Dicken,. of the Liberty who introduced the resolution in the
Female College, of Liberty, Mo, is senate asking for an investigation in
here for a few days' visit with his to the President's action in discharg
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C W. Dicken. ing
the negro soldiers.
and to attend to business.
h

The annual meeting of the stock
Valentines, ail kinds, from
holders of the Roswell Oil Co. to lc to JJ.UO. Don't fan to see
elect directors will be held in Room them at the Racket Store.
tf
Tuesday. February
4 Texas Block,
12. 1907. at 7:30 p. m. J. N. CHIP-LE- RECORD BREAKING AT-

Sec
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H. R. Morrow came down from
last aight to spend a few days
with his family. He is to have charge
of the Am arillo store of the Morrow-Thoma- s
Am-aril-

returned
Austin.

lo

Hardware Co, but has just
from a business trip to

TENDANCE AT AUTO SHOW,
Chicago. 111., Feb. 2. With 102 dis
tinct exhibits of motor cars, the Chi
cago Automobile show opened today
at the Coliseum and Fifth Regiment
Armory. Every inch of available
space in the two big. buildings has
been utilized and the comprehensive
-

ness of the exhibit, embracing cars

of every variety and filling two great
Louis, represen- structures to overflowing, is expected
J. M. Norton, of
Anheuser-Buaoh
Brewing to
tative of the
attendresult in a record-breakin- g
Co, who was here conferring with ance during the coming week.
Wool
agency,
the Roswell
the local
4n point of distinctive and artistic
ft Hide Co, left on the auto yesterday decorative effects the Chicago show
points
for Santa Fe and other central
compares more than favorably with
in the Territory.
any similar display ever held in thid
G. R. Hunt came In from Alellen country. Both the First Regiment ar
this morning. . He reports that the mory and the Coliseum are adorned in
building for a new giweiy and general store at Cumberland City la alSt--

hardmost . completed, and that
ware and a drag store are to be lov
cated there Boon.
.

R. H. Kemp returned last nigat
from Kinsas CKy. where he haa been

business since the meeting of the
Interstate Commerce Commission at
AxnarU k last week, at which he was
a wktoera for the Pecos - Valley in
the railroad rate case.

on.

S

' A very attract! re collection of photographs by Walton are to be seen
In the show window mt Daniel ft
Daniel's store. The pictures are all
of prominent or well known people,
and the Likenesses are as true as the
portraiture is excellent.
W. H. Godair. of Caioago. president
of the First National Bank, of Roswell, and owner of considerable rop
erty in this city, came ln last night
for a business visit of ten days. He
is accom panied by his son, A. G. Godair, of St. Louis, president of the
Godair Commission Co, of St. Louis.

Want every EYE to look at Our
stock of the latest and most su
perb collection of

Valentines
A. K.

MOTT

The Confectioner.
309 N. Main. Oklahoma Block

and improvements in the new craft.
An eight cylinder, fifty horse, power
engine of new design, weighing ''only
150 pounds has replaced the hg'it sev
horse power engine" in last years mod
el, and is regarded as marking an im
portant forward step in aeronautics.
The ship is fitted with an aluminum
propeller, ten feet in diameter, which
is operated by the powerful engine at
the rate of from 2,000 to 3.000 revolu
tions per minute. Each day durins
the show Mattery will mount the
framework of the car and set the pro
peller in motion. In consideration of
the possibilities suggested by his 12
hour night trip across Lake Michigan,
Mattery has combined a Motor boat
with his latest airship. Four air tiqht
compartments at the corners of the
light framework of the ear will cause
the craft to float and a small propeller
driven by an auxiliary shaft from ttie
engine, will enable the aerial navigator to descend to the water for a
cruise whenever he desires. The silk
supporting bag is of a torpedo shape
with blunt extremities, its diameter
being about twenty feet and its length
fifty five feet.
Mattery announces
that he will sail his. ship over Chicago early in April.
Plans made by the Chicago Auto
mobile Association for a reliability
run between Chicago and Milwaukee
during the present show hae been
abandoned, owing to the fact that it
would make too great a demand on
their time. It is possible that the
test may be conducted by the Chicago
Automobile club next week if the
weather is propitious.
The American Motor Car Manufac
turers' Association and the American

OF,

NEWS FORECAST
.

.

GENUINE BOMB FOUND
IN' A SLEEPING CAR.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2. The dis
the rio's by covery of a genuine bomb, made up
Twenty-Fiftof gas-pipfuse and dynamite, under
Texas, last a berth of a sleeping car In the Penn
the full sen- sylvania yards yesterday, has scared

THE COMING WEEK.

MONDAY:

Testimony concerning
the negro soldiers of the
infantry at Brownsville,
Augjst will be taken by
ate committee on military affairs at
Washington.
The Court Martial ordered to try
Major Charles W. Penroso, commandant of Fort Brownsville at the time
of the Brownsville negro shooting af
fair, will begin at Fort Sam Houston
near Sao Antonio, Texas.
The trial of the American Associa
tion of Retail Druggists on a charge
of conspiracy ia restraint of trade is
scheduled to begin in Indianapolis.
The Interstate Commerce Commission will hold hearings in Wichita,
Kansas, and Kansas City, Missouri.
The sixty day racing meet of the
Oaklawn Jockey club will begin at
Hot Springs, Arkansas.
The Oklahoma Stock Shov will open ia Enid, Oklahoma.
h

the entire detective force of the railroad and of the'eity. Every effort is
being made to discover the identity
of the young man who occupied the
lower berth under which the bomb
was found. All they know is that he
boarded the train at Newark aid got
off at the West Philadelphia station,
that he seemed about 35 years old
and was fairly well dressed. They
think 'the man was aa, anarchist and
unwittingly left the bomb in the car.

hi

mm

.

RAILROAD RATE HEARING
AT OKLAHOMA CITY.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 2. Charges of
.
excessive rates against the M. K. &
TUESDAY:
T and Frisco were taken up at the
The Fourth Convention of the Am morning session by Commissioner
erican Religious' Educational Associa Prouty. Before beginniag the session
tion, organized for the purpose of prohe read a telegram from the Texas
moting religious and moral training,
millers protesting against the 20 cent
will open in Rochester, N. Y.
rate on wheat and flour to Ft. Worth
A concerted movement for holding
asking for a date of hearing.
noonday services in all the workshops and
City
inaugurated
will be
of New York
Miss Hallie Garrett, of Denver, who
by the Federation of churches.
has been here viaiting her brother at
The tenth annual meeting of the the Military Institute, left las't night
Breeders' Asso- for Carlsbad, where she- will visit her
Central Short-horciation will open in Kansas City.
parents:
An Interstate Oil Conference, called
by Governor Hoch of Kansas, will be
Bert MossMan, manager of the Turheld in Topeka.
key Track ranch at Lakewood, passed
Mississippi convention of the Farm- through this morning on his way to
ers' union wilL be held in Jackson, South Dakota, where he has another
'
Miss.
ranch.
Examinations for positions in the
W. W. Major, of Artesia, was in
agricultural department tinder the
pure food and drug act will be held town today.
n

The kinds that stretch evenly over uneven

land, making a fence uniform in every respect.
All widths from

26 to 58 inch

in

garden.

Field and Lawn Fence

Poultry netting, galvanized before weaving,
in widths from 12 inches up.

.

-

thruout the country.

Mrs. J. C. Cooper, of Melrose, is
appointed visiting friends in the city.
British Ambassador to the United
Best yet, Majestic tonight, 10c.
States, will be given a farewell dinner
by the Pilgrims and the
We need 100 pairs good second hand
League in London.
84tf
Shoes. Highest price. Makin's.
Miss Louise Vanderhoef, a "leader
in New York's "400" will be married
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
to Gustave M. Heckscher.
(Local Report.)
The annualbench show of the Col
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 2. Tempera
lie Club of America will open ia Harrisburg, Penn., and other dog shows ture. Max., 72; min., 32; mean, ."2.
Precipitation, 00; wind S. W., veioc
at Columbus, O., and Bloomington, 111
A motor boat racing tournament, to ity 2 miles; weather clear.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
last three days, will begin at Miami
Increasing cloudiness with rain and
Beach, Fla.
league will colder tomight and Sunday.
The Georgia
Forecast for New Mexico:
hold a state convention for the pur
pose of inaugurating a prohibition
Increasing cloudiness with rain or
snow and colder in north and x?ast
movement.
portions tonight and Sunday.
THURSDAY:
M. WRIGHT,
Momus, the first of the carnival mo
Official in Cbarnw
narchs to appear in a street pageant
will hold sway on the streets of New
Orleans in the evening, followed by
the Momus' ball at the French opera Robins' Commercial School
WEDNESDAY :
James Bryce, the newly

Anglo-America-

Anti-Saloo-

house.

wm n

n

n

F. DIVERS, Pre,.

EMMETT PATTON, V. Pres.

ED. S. GIBBANY, Sec.

Reliable Abstracts

Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 320.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

W. J. Lubken returned to Carlsbad
Best to Plant Now.
Now is the best time to plant
last night, having spent a couple of
trees, before the roots begin to
days here looorag after business.
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
o
cheap.
F. J. Holmes, a traveling man with
came
headquarters at Albuquerque,
Notice.
in last night to remain a few days in
Cards WILL NOT be Issued .it th
Carnegie Library on Saturdays. I'lvnse
Roswell.
take notice.
A. G. Mill's and Mayor Frank
Mr. and Mrs. .1. II. Tolurt
and
of Greenfield, were in town
came up this morning from
children
today.
l
Hope to spend two days willi
friends.
C.
J.
Wilson and Attorney F. N.
o
Bruce came up from Dayton this morM. B. Foreman returned on the au'o
ning to spend the day. They were accompanied by Dr. G. Pinnell, of Ar- yesterday from Estancia, where be
went to file on a claim in the Kstau-eikansas City, Kan.
Tall-niarig-

ltis-wel-

a

MOTTO:

The Northwest Implement Dealers'
Valley.
Association will hold its eight annual Good as the BEST, BETTER than the ,C. H. Shannon,
the P. V. & N.
Automobile Association will hold mee convention at Minot, N. D.
rest. Personal, Private Instruction E. railroad service,of was
Are we going to have a
a business
tings here next week. The session FRIDAY:
in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
at the cattlemen's conve ntio.i? Ask
today.
visitor
here
of the former will be devoted to buThe International Water Unes PasPhelps White.
siness matters and the el action of new senger Association of United States
W. B. Philpott came down from
olFcers.
The adoption of a shorter and Canada will hold its annual meetThaw Jury Completed.
Texico last night on a short business
name will also be considered.
The ing in Buffalo, N. Y.
York,
Feb. 1. (Bulletin t The
New
visit.
American Automobile association held
Rear Admiral W. W. Mead, comma n
Thaw jury was compiled late this afits annual business meeting and elec dant of the Portsmouth navy yard,
See new pictures at Majestic, 10c. ternoon.
,
ted officers at Madison Square Gaiden will retire from active service, having
show, but this fact will aot prevent reached the age limit.
FOR SALE.
the holding of a rousing meeting in
The championship swimming match FOR SALE.
Land scrip. Wi G.
this city. Many legislative problems between C. M. Daniels of the New
42tf
Skillmaa.
including that of good road3, will be York Athletic Club and H. J. Handy
m
mm m
s
a
Bfe
Apsale.
place
My
for
discussed, and the leaders of the as of the Chicago Athletic club will be FOR SALE:
sociation declare that it has reached held in Buffalo.
ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7
a stage where definite and important
160 acres patented
Jimmy Walsh and Freddie Weeks FOR SALE:
results should follow any action that will fight before the Pacific Athletic
Hondo land, $16 per acre. See Tom
may be taken for the improvement
82t6
Davenport.
Club in Los Angeles.
of the highways of the country.
SATURDAY:
Get in your orders at the earliest possible date, before
miles
or
four
SALE:
FOR
Three
One of the notable features of the
The Minnesota Supreme Court will
open woven wire fence. Apply Oaold, hardened CEMENT BLOCKS, nine months old
the
present show is the "buggy type" of hear the appeal of the Great Northern
tf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
gone.
are
cars. Chicago has gained fame all railway from the order granting a tern FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
over the land ar the home of the high porary injunction against the proWe also have old, strong 6 in. 8 in. and 10 in. Tl MX.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
wheeled automobile, adapted for the posed $60,000,000 stock issue.
We make CEMENT BRICK, in every proportion of
29tf
or write the Oasia Ranch.
year round,
of roads travel. Graduating exercises of the second
sand
and cement, cheaper than clay brick.
HOR SALE: A large family tent,
Made with hard rubber tires, belt or division of cadets will be held at the
bargain
if
condition.
A
in
firstclass
shaft drive and ether mechanical tea Annapolis naval academy.
A
taken at once. Apply 112 South Lea
tures as nearly fool proof as possible.
The new York state skating cham- Avenue.
these cars are becoming highly popu pionships will be held at Newburg.
"But a very essential point sometimes forgott on, is
lar among those who dread the possi
Three burner gasoline
o
FOR SALE:
bilities of a balky motor or a punctur- PLOT AGAINST THE
range, $10.00; 20 black Minorca
that cement brick are a better brick. They are watered tire. They are especially adapted
RUSSIAN EMPEROR.
hens 75c each. C. V. Childress, the
proof and will last an endless time, only improving with
to farmers, who want a car that can
87t6
St. Petersburg, Feb. 2. A plot eviWater Man..
age instead of deteriorating, which is the case with l;iy."
be driven on any kind of road and in dently directed against the Emperor
Collady's
wheel,
One
SALE:
FOR
The above is an extract froin the address of George J.
any kind of weather, and thousands came to light today through orders
umbia chainless; one fine gentleSeymour, a building expert, before the recent Internaare now being sold to the residents issued to the secret police to use" evman's wheel, first class condition.
tional (dement Congress at Chicago, in which he showed
of the agricultural districts of the ery effort to identify the purchaser
507 N. Missouri.
West and southwest. It is believed of a uniform of His Majesty's own
that Cement brick are taking the place of clay brick all
that the popularity of this kind of car Cossack escort, which was captured
over the world, especially in the more highly civilized and
FOR RENT.
among the farmers will result in then during a recent raid. The Cossack
advanced communities. His whole address can he seen
hi the good roads move garb is aa "open Sesame" to the FOR RENT: Two front rooms, 204
as published in well known magazines at our office.
ments.
precincts of the palaces at Tsarkoe- S. Lea. Inquire P. V. Market.
Don't forget our Pecos river sand.
Selo and Peterhof.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
THE SECOND ANNUAL
719
149,
N.
two, also board. Phone
':u-!cir- e

Classified

"ids.

Builders and (jontractors!

all-kin-

I

d

Word About Cement Brick

85-t- 3

S5-t- 5

MOSQUITO CAMPAIGN.
New Orleans, La., Feb. 1. The second annua mosquito campaign, the
object of which is to prevent an outbreak of yellow fever la New Orleans,
began today and will continue until
Frost next December. Because of the

EARTHQUAKE
85tf
Main St.
IN SOLOMON ISLANDS.
room
107
house,
RENT.
Five
FOR
San Francisco, Feb. 1. The SoloNaHaaney,
Apply
N.
A.
at
Lea.
First
mon Islands in the South Sea were
85tf.
visited last night by a severe earth- tional Bank.
quake. The earth was opened, and FOR RENT: Two furnished rooms,
deep gorges created. The entire apwith or without board. Apply 703
fact that there was not a single case pearance of the islands was changed
86t3
N. Richardson.
of yellow fever here In 1906 medical by the great upheaval, but so far as
room
six
farm,
acre
20
and public interest attaches to the can be learned there was no loss of FOR RENT:
reasonwell.
Terms
house,
artesian
campaign. Two hundred men will be Mfe.
able. Apply 624 N. Main St, 84tS
employed inspecting cisterns and to
search for sink holes where mosqui- t" The Roswell Tent City and SanitarWANTED.
toes breed.
ium ahaounces that for the next SO
days they will furnish cottage, board,
First class job printer wanted at
sanitary care, fuel" and conveyance to the Record office.
SOME OF THAW JURORS
MAY BE EXCUSED. and from towa for the sum of $8.00
Room with convenienNew York, Feb. 2. Reports that per week. vThis is the best place in WANTED:
are no sick people.
ces,
there
where
some of the Jurors selected In the the valley to recuperate.
85t3
O. Box 275.
P.
L.
85t2
PARSONS,
Man.
case
when
C
will be excused
the
Thaw
A horse, also
WANTED TO BUY:
session of court is resumed Monday
buggy aad harness. Address A. K.
were in circulation again today. It
For Rent.
85t2
,
Is rumored that the health of one of , Farm near Roswell. 44 acres ia alP, care Record.
the men is precarious, and it is also falfa. 12 acres In good bearing orchreported that District 'Attorney Je- ard. 55 to 60 acres more in cultivaLOST.
rome is anxious to dispense with the tion. Ditch water. House and farming
Little, boy's black overcoat.
services of another for reasons known implements. Rents for part of crop. LOST:
84 tS
Return to Record office.
See CARLTON ft BELL.
only to himself.
SEVERE

Hondo Stone Mfg. Co.
s 602

A. L. W. NILSSON,
N. Main St.
Phoxe 80

Manager.
Roswell.

N. M.

.

Floor Oil
75c Per Gallon
Hughes' Paints
Best Ever

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

Jt

